
Unit Page # Item/ word or phrase Part of Speech Definition Example

Unit 5 59 armchair noun a comfortable chair with sides that support your The back of the house is only as wide as a large 

Unit 5 59 bookcase noun a piece of furniture with shelves to put books on We have got a bookcase in the living room.

Unit 5 59 carpet noun thick material used for covering floors There's a nice warm carpet on the floor.

Unit 5 59 ceiling noun
the inside surface of a room that you can see when 

you look above you
It had a lovely wooden ceiling.

Unit 5 59 chest of drawers noun a piece of furniture with drawers for keeping We have a big chest of drawers and a big wardrobe 

Unit 5 59 cupboard noun
a piece of furniture with a door on the front and 

shelves inside, used for storing things
And there are lots of cupboards.

Unit 5 59 desk noun a table that you sit at to write or work, often with I've got a large wooden desk.

Unit 5 59 floor noun a surface that you walk on inside a building
To enter the house, you climb through a trapdoor 

in the floor of the living room. 

Unit 5 59 fridge noun a large container that uses electricity to keep food There’s a tiny kitchen with a sink and a fridge.

Unit 5 59 picture noun a drawing, painting, or photograph of something or I've got a lot of pictures of my family on the wall.

Unit 5 59 shelves plural noun
flat, horizontal boards used to put things on, often 

fixed to a wall or inside a cupboard

I've got a large wooden desk and a lot of shelves 

with books and papers.

Unit 5 59 sink noun
a bowl that is attached to the wall in a kitchen or 

bathroom in which you wash dishes or your hands, 

There was a nice big bath, but the sink was tiny and 

the toilet didn't work very well.

Unit 5 59 wardrobe noun a large cupboard for keeping clothes in My brothers have got a really big wardrobe.

Unit 5 62 clean (the kitchen) verb to remove dirt from something Please clean the kitchen.

Unit 5 62 do the ironing collocation to make clothes flat and smooth using an iron Please do the ironing for me.

Unit 5 62 do the washing collocation to clean clothes or wash cloth items together He does his own washing and ironing.

Unit 5 62 do the washing-up collocation
to wash the dishes, pans, and other things you 

have used for cooking and eating a meal
And do you have to do the washing-up?

Unit 5 62
empty (the washing 

machine)
verb to remove everything from inside something

The clothes are still in the washing machine, so 

empty that first.

Unit 5 62 load the dishwasher phrase
to put a lot of things into a machine that washes 

dirty plates, cups, forks, etc.

Load the dishwasher with the plates and cups from 

breakfast.

Unit 5 62 make your bed collocation to pull up and tidy the covers on a bed after it has Tidy up your bedroom and make your bed.

Unit 5 62 tidy up (the living room) verb to make a place or a collection of things tidy Can you also tidy up the living room?
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Unit 5 62 vacuum (the carpet) verb to use a vacuum cleaner to collect dust, dirt, etc. Vacuum the carpet.

Unit 5 64 I'm not convinced. phrase used to express doubt Hmm. I'm not convinced.

Unit 5 64 It looks awesome! phrase used to describe something as really good I think it looks awesome!

Unit 5 64 Me neither. phrase
used to say that a negative containing statement 

from the previous speaker applies to the speaker 

"I don't think much of those curtains, though." "Me 

neither."

Unit 5 64 Me too. phrase used to agree with someone "I love those pictures on the left." "Me too. They 

Unit 5 64 at the bottom/top phrase used to describe the lowest/highest part of What's that at the bottom?

Unit 5 64 in the background phrsase
things that appear to be farther away or behind 

what is nearer or in front, especially in a picture
There's a large mirror in the background.

Unit 5 64 on the left/right phrsae
used to describe where something is on the side of 

your body that is to the west/east when you are 
I love those pictures on the left.

Unit 5 64 What's that … ? phrase used to ask for more information about something What's that thing on the wall?

Unit 5 65 also adverb in addition
It's large enough for people to play in and it's also 

got a swimming pool.

Unit 5 65 as well phrase also; too They make my bed and they tidy the living room as 

Unit 5 65 as well as phrase in addition (to) As well as a pool, there's a skatepark.

Unit 5 65 too adverb (especially at the end of a sentence) in addition, There's a lovely garden, too.


